
HEADSet Workshop* Print your own copy today!

THREADED THREADless 

Threaded  vs.  Threadless Headsets

- Threaded headsets use forks with threaded 

steerers. The adjustable race screws onto the 

steerer, and a locknut screws on after the adjust-

able race to secure it. There is sometimes 

(ideally) a keyed washer between the adjustable 

race and locknut/lockring. 

- Threadless headsets have an adjustable race 

cup that slips over an un-threaded steerer. The 

stem holds the assembly together with the star 

nut, adjustable cap and bolt. 

What is a  Race ?

A threaded headset has four races, which are the parts on which ball-bearings roll

the four races are:

- The crown race, which is pressed on to the bottom of the steerer, just above the crown. 

- The lower head race is pressed into the bottom of the head tube. 

- The upper head race is pressed into the top of the head tube. 
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When Should a Headset be Serviced?

- When the handlebars shake or rattle in the headset. (Headset is too loose) Test this by applying the front brake and rocking the 

handlebars back and forth, front to back.

- When the handlebars move stiffly or feel gritty. (Headset is too tight) Test this by lifting frame – the wheel and handlebars should 

flop to one side by their own weight when you do this.

- If there is shakiness and stiffness at the same time, this means there is a larger problem. This problem could be:

 - a bent fork steerer (must be replaced).

 - a race installed crookedly (take to a bike shop, requires machining).

 - race(s) may be loose where they attach to frame/fork (can be smacked back into place with hammer and centrepunch)

 - bearing retainer installed upside down (flip it over).

Bearings and Race pitting

- Examine ball bearings and race for pitting (little pits) or dents.

- Ideally, you would replace the headset. If this cannot be done, just replace bearing retainer with loose ball bearings (since more balls 

can fit, they will not move in the same places that dents were created – depending on severity of dents/pits)

Servicing a Threaded Headset

 
- First remove the stem (this is easier with wheel and 

front fender taken off) – to do this take a 6mm allen 

key and loosen the bolt (which expands the wedge 

that secures the stem in the steerer). 

- If stem does not come out easily despite bolt being 

unscrewed, give stem a few taps with a rubber mallet 

to loosen it up.

- Unscrew the locknut, remove washers, unscrew 

threaded bearing race, slide fork out of headset.

- Inspect bearings and races for pitting, de-grease 

and regrease if necessary. Be generous with grease

If ball-bearings need to be replaced, use 5/32” or 

3/16”. 

- When reassembling bike, it will help to mount frame 

upside down in stand.

Servicing a Threadless Headset

 
- Remove adjusting cap and bolt with a 6mm allen key.

- Loosen the bolts clamping the stem on the steerer, remove stem.

- Pull fork from bike. It may be necessary to use mallet and tap top of 

steering column driving fork downward. Once fork is driven down as little as 

25mm (one inch), lift fork back up and remove center cone from adjusting 

race. Remove fork.

- Inspect bearings and races for pitting, de-grease and regrease if neces-

sary. Be generous with grease

If ball-bearings need to be replaced, use 5/32” or 3/16”. 


